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In Defence of the Republic - Cicero 2011-09-29
Cicero (106-43BC) was the most brilliant orator in Classical history. Even
one of the men who authorized his assassination, the Emperor Octavian,
admitted to his grandson that Cicero was: 'an eloquent man, my boy,
eloquent and a lover of his country'. This new selection of speeches
illustrates Cicero's fierce loyalty to the Roman Republic, giving an
overview of his oratory from early victories in the law courts to the
height of his political career in the Senate. We see him sway the opinions
of the mob and the most powerful men in Rome, in favour of Pompey the
Great and against the conspirator Catiline, while The Philippics,
considered his finest achievements, contain the thrilling invective
delivered against his rival, Mark Antony, which eventually led to Cicero's
death.
How to Grow Old - Marcus Tullius Cicero 2016-03-29
Timeless wisdom on growing old gracefully from one of ancient Rome's
greatest philosophers Worried that old age will inevitably mean losing
your libido, your health, and possibly your marbles too? Well, Cicero has
some good news for you. In How to Grow Old, the great Roman orator
and statesman eloquently describes how you can make the second half of
life the best part of all—and why you might discover that reading and
gardening are actually far more pleasurable than sex ever was. Filled
with timeless wisdom and practical guidance, Cicero's brief, charming
classic—written in 44 BC and originally titled On Old Age—has delighted
and inspired readers, from Saint Augustine to Thomas Jefferson, for more
than two thousand years. Presented here in a lively new translation with
an informative new introduction and the original Latin on facing pages,
the book directly addresses the greatest fears of growing older and
persuasively argues why these worries are greatly exaggerated—or
altogether mistaken. Montaigne said Cicero's book "gives one an appetite
for growing old." The American founding father John Adams read it
repeatedly in his later years. And today its lessons are more relevant
than ever in a world obsessed with the futile pursuit of youth.
Defence Speeches - Cicero, 2008-08-14
This book presents five of Cicero's courtroom defences, including the
defence of Roscius, falsely accused of murdering his father; of the
consul-elect Murena, accused of electoral bribery; and of Milo, for
murdering Cicero's enemy Clodius.
De Officiis - Marcus Tullius Cicero 1913
We know more of Marcus Tullius Cicero (106-43 BCE), lawyer, orator,
politician and philosopher, than of any other Roman. Besides much else,
his work conveys the turmoil of his time, and the part he played in a
period that saw the rise and fall of Julius Caesar in a tottering republic.
Cicero (Marcus Tullius, 106-43 BCE), Roman lawyer, orator, politician
and philosopher, of whom we know more than of any other Roman, lived
through the stirring era which saw the rise, dictatorship, and death of
Julius Caesar in a tottering republic. In his political speeches especially
and in his correspondence we see the excitement, tension and intrigue of
politics and the part he played in the turmoil of the time. Of about 106
speeches, delivered before the Roman people or the Senate if they were
political, before jurors if judicial, 58 survive (a few of them incompletely).
In the fourteenth century Petrarch and other Italian humanists
discovered manuscripts containing more than 900 letters of which more
than 800 were written by Cicero and nearly 100 by others to him. These
afford a revelation of the man all the more striking because most were
not written for publication. Six rhetorical works survive and another in
fragments. Philosophical works include seven extant major compositions
and a number of others; and some lost. There is also poetry, some
original, some as translations from the Greek.
On Oratory and Orators - Marcus Tullius Cicero 1808
Brill's Companion to Cicero - James M. May 2002
This volume is intended as a companion to the study of Cicero's oratory
and rhetoric, for both students and experts in the field. A group of
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impressive Ciceronian scholars have contributed articles that analyze in
new and interesting ways the oratorical and rhetorical works of Cicero.
How to Run a Country - Marcus Tullius Cicero 2013-01-22
Collects the Roman statesman's thoughts on leadership, the balance of
power, and other topical political issues that maintain relevance today, in
a work featuring new translations and organized by subject.
Cicero on the Philosophy of Religion - J. P. F. Wynne 2019-10-17
Do the gods love you? Cicero gives deep and surprising answers in two
philosophical dialogues on traditional Roman religion.
Murder Trials - Marcus Tullius Cicero 1975-09-30
Cicero was still in his twenties when he got Sextus Roscius off a charge
of murdering his father and nearly sixty when he defended King
Deiotarus, accused of trying to murder Caesar. In between (with, among
others, his speeches for Cluentius and Rabirius), he built a reputation as
the greatest orator of his time.Cicero defended his practice partly on
moral or compassionate grounds of 'human decency'--sentiments with
which we today would agree. His clients generally went free. And in
vindicating men--who sometimes did not deserve it--he left us a mass of
detail about Roman life, law and history and, in two of the speeches,
graphic pictures of the 'gun-law' of small provincial towns.
Imperium - Robert Harris 2006-09-19
From the bestselling author of Fatherland and Pompeii, comes the first
novel of a trilogy about the struggle for power in ancient Rome. In his
“most accomplished work to date” (Los Angeles Times), master of
historical fiction Robert Harris lures readers back in time to the
compelling life of Roman Senator Marcus Cicero. The re-creation of a
vanished biography written by his household slave and righthand man,
Tiro, Imperium follows Cicero’s extraordinary struggle to attain supreme
power in Rome. On a cold November morning, Tiro opens the door to
find a terrified, bedraggled stranger begging for help. Once a Sicilian
aristocrat, the man was robbed by the corrupt Roman governor, Verres,
who is now trying to convict him under false pretenses and sentence him
to a violent death. The man claims that only the great senator Marcus
Cicero, one of Rome’s most ambitious lawyers and spellbinding orators,
can bring him justice in a crooked society manipulated by the villainous
governor. But for Cicero, it is a chance to prove himself worthy of
absolute power. What follows is one of the most gripping courtroom
dramas in history, and the beginning of a quest for political glory by a
man who fought his way to the top using only his voice—defeating the
most daunting figures in Roman history.
Cicero - Anthony Everitt 2003-05-06
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • “An excellent introduction to a critical period
in the history of Rome. Cicero comes across much as he must have lived:
reflective, charming and rather vain.”—The Wall Street Journal “All ages
of the world have not produced a greater statesman and philosopher
combined.”—John Adams He squared off against Caesar and was friends
with young Brutus. He advised the legendary Pompey on his botched
transition from military hero to politician. He lambasted Mark Antony
and was master of the smear campaign, as feared for his wit as he was
for his ruthless disputations. Brilliant, voluble, cranky, a genius of
political manipulation but also a true patriot and idealist, Cicero was
Rome’s most feared politician, one of the greatest lawyers and statesmen
of all times. In this dynamic and engaging biography, Anthony Everitt
plunges us into the fascinating, scandal-ridden world of ancient Rome in
its most glorious heyday—when senators were endlessly filibustering
legislation and exposing one another’s sexual escapades to discredit the
opposition. Accessible to us through his legendary speeches but also
through an unrivaled collection of unguarded letters to his close friend
Atticus, Cicero comes to life as a witty and cunning political operator, the
most eloquent and astute witness to the last days of Republican Rome.
Praise for Cicero “ [Everitt makes] his subject—brilliant, vain, principled,
opportunistic and courageous—come to life after two millennia.”—The
Washington Post “ Gripping . . . Everitt combines a classical education
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with practical expertise. . . . He writes fluidly.”—The New York Times “In
the half-century before the assassination of Julius Caesar . . . Rome
endured a series of crises, assassinations, factional bloodletting, civil
wars and civil strife, including at one point government by gang war.
This period, when republican government slid into dictatorship, is one of
history’s most fascinating, and one learns a great deal about it in this
excellent and very readable biography.”—The Plain Dealer “Riveting . . .
a clear-eyed biography . . . Cicero’s times . . . offer vivid lessons about
the viciousness that can pervade elected government.”—Chicago Tribune
“Lively and dramatic . . . By the book’s end, he’s managed to put enough
flesh on Cicero’s old bones that you care when the agents of his
implacable enemy, Mark Antony, kill him.”—Los Angeles Times
The Cambridge Companion to Cicero - C. E. W. Steel 2013-05-02
A comprehensive and authoritative account of one of the greatest and
most prolific writers of classical antiquity.
The Treatises of M.T. Cicero - Marcus Tullius Cicero 1853

style. According to Michael Grant, "the influence of Cicero upon the
history of European literature and ideas greatly exceeds that of any other
prose writer in any language". Cicero introduced the Romans to the chief
schools of Greek philosophy and created a Latin philosophical vocabulary
(with neologisms such as evidentia, humanitas, qualitas, quantitas, and
essentia) distinguishing himself as a translator and philosopher.Though
he was an accomplished orator and successful lawyer, Cicero believed
his political career was his most important achievement. It was during
his consulship that the second Catilinarian conspiracy attempted to
overthrow the government through an attack on the city by outside
forces, and Cicero suppressed the revolt by executing five conspirators
without due process. During the chaotic latter half of the 1st century BC
marked by civil wars and the dictatorship of Gaius Julius Caesar, Cicero
championed a return to the traditional republican government. Following
Julius Caesar's death, Cicero became an enemy of Mark Antony in the
ensuing power struggle, attacking him in a series of speeches. He was
proscripted as an enemy of the state by the Second Triumvirate and
consequently executed by soldiers operating on their behalf in 43 BC
after having been intercepted during attempted flight from the Italian
peninsula. His severed hands and head were then, as a final revenge of
Mark Antony, displayed in the Roman Forum.Petrarch's rediscovery of
Cicero's letters is often credited for initiating the 14th-century
Renaissance in public affairs, humanism, and classical Roman culture.
According to Polish historian Tadeusz Zieliński, "the Renaissance was
above all things a revival of Cicero, and only after him and through him
of the rest of Classical antiquity." The peak of Cicero's authority and
prestige came during the 18th-century Enlightenment, and his impact on
leading Enlightenment thinkers and political theorists such as John
Locke, David Hume, Montesquieu and Edmund Burke was substantial.
His works rank among the most influential in European culture, and
today still constitute one of the most important bodies of primary
material for the writing and revision of Roman history, especially the last
days of the Roman Republic.
On the Good Life - Cicero 1971-09-30
In essays that are articulate, meditative and inspirational, Cicero
presents his views on the significance of friendship and duty to state and
family, and outlines a clear system of practical ethics that is both simple
and universal.
Selected Works: Poetry and experience - Wilhelm Dilthey 1985

Cicero's Orations - Marcus Tullius Cicero 2018-06-13
From the famous speeches against Catiline to those in defiance of Marc
Anthony that would seal the orator's doom, this collection presents
remarkable examples of rhetoric from the ancient Roman politician's
illustrious career.
Cicero's Style - M. von Albrecht 2017-09-11
Cicero was speaking like everybody, but better than anybody. Far from
confining himself to the so-called 'periodic style', Cicero was a master of
a thousand shades. This synopsis, followed by examples, shows in detail,
why a study of Cicero's style might be rewarding even today.
De Legibus - Marco Tulio Cicerón 1972
On Living and Dying Well - Cicero 2012-07-05
In the first century BC, Marcus Tullius Cicero, orator, statesman, and
defender of republican values, created these philosophical treatises on
such diverse topics as friendship, religion, death, fate and scientific
inquiry. A pragmatist at heart, Cicero's philosophies were frequently
personal and ethical, drawn not from abstract reasoning but through
careful observation of the world. The resulting works remind us of the
importance of social ties, the questions of free will, and the justification
of any creative endeavour. This lively, lucid new translation from Thomas
Habinek, editor of Classical Antiquity and the Classics and Contemporary
Thought book series, makes Cicero's influential ideas accessible to every
reader.
Cicero: De Oratore Book III - Marcus Tullius Cicero 2011-03-10
The first English commentary on De Oratore in more than a century,
examining Book III in depth. This important and influential text deals
with the relationship between oratorical style and content, with Cicero
expressing his views on the training and qualification of the ideal oratorstatesman.
Classics in Progress - T. P. Wiseman 2006-01-26
The study of Greco-Roman civilisation is as exciting and innovative today
as it has ever been. This intriguing collection of essays by contemporary
classicists reveals new discoveries, new interpretations and new ways of
exploring the experiences of the ancient world. Through one and a half
millennia of literature, politics, philosophy, law, religion and art, the
classical world formed the origin of western culture and thought. This
book emphasises the many ways in which it continues to engage with
contemporary life. Offering a wide variety of authorial style, the chapters
range in subject matter from contemporary poets' exploitation of Greek
and Latin authors, via newly discovered literary texts and art works, to
modern arguments about ancient democracy and slavery, and close
readings of the great poets and philosophers of antiquity. This engaging
book reflects the current rejuvenation of classical studies and will
fascinate anyone with an interest in western history.
On Government - Cicero 2006-02-23
These pioneering writings on the mechanics, tactics, and strategies of
government were devised by the Roman Republic's most enlightened
thinker.
The Complete Letters of Marcus Tullius Cicero - Marcus Tullius
Cicero 2017-07-09
Marcus Tullius Cicero (3 January 106 BC - 7 December 43 BC) was a
Roman politician and lawyer, who served as consul in the year 63 BC. He
came from a wealthy municipal family of the Roman equestrian order,
and is considered one of Rome's greatest orators and prose stylists.His
influence on the Latin language was so immense that the subsequent
history of prose, not only in Latin but in European languages up to the
19th century, was said to be either a reaction against or a return to his
cicero-selected-works

How to Win an Argument - Marcus Tullius Cicero 2017-10-31
Timeless techniques of effective public speaking from ancient Rome's
greatest orator All of us are faced countless times with the challenge of
persuading others, whether we're trying to win a trivial argument with a
friend or convince our coworkers about an important decision. Instead of
relying on untrained instinct—and often floundering or failing as a
result—we’d win more arguments if we learned the timeless art of verbal
persuasion, rhetoric. How to Win an Argument gathers the rhetorical
wisdom of Cicero, ancient Rome’s greatest orator, from across his works
and combines it with passages from his legal and political speeches to
show his powerful techniques in action. The result is an enlightening and
entertaining practical introduction to the secrets of persuasive speaking
and writing—including strategies that are just as effective in today’s
offices, schools, courts, and political debates as they were in the Roman
forum. How to Win an Argument addresses proof based on rational
argumentation, character, and emotion; the parts of a speech; the plain,
middle, and grand styles; how to persuade no matter what audience or
circumstances you face; and more. Cicero’s words are presented in lively
translations, with illuminating introductions; the book also features a
brief biography of Cicero, a glossary, suggestions for further reading,
and an appendix of the original Latin texts. Astonishingly relevant, this
unique anthology of Cicero’s rhetorical and oratorical wisdom will be
enjoyed by anyone who ever needs to win arguments and influence
people—in other words, all of us.
Cicero: Selected Political Speeches - Marcus Tullius Cicero
1977-12-08
As the Roman Republic lurched to its close, amid corruption, ruthless
power struggles and gross inequality, Cicero produced some of the most
stirring and eloquent speeches ever written. Whether he is quashing the
Catiline conspiracy, defending the poet Archais or railing against Mark
Anthony in the Philippics - The magnificent speeches in defense of liberty
that cost him his life - cicero vividly evokes for us the cut and thrust of
the Roman assembly, Senate and court rooms. This excellent modern
translation also enables readers to understand why Cicero was for
centuries a major influence on prose writers and political thinkers of
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ever kind. For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading
publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more
than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the
best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines.
Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by
introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary
authors, as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.
Treatises on Friendship and Old Age - Marcus Tullius Cicero 2007-09
The complete works of Marcus Tullius Cicero, tr. by Melmoth, Guthrie,
and Middleton. To which are now first added a series of dissertations
from the Academy of inscriptions, compiled by the ed. of the Corpus
historicum - Marcus Tullius Cicero 1816
How to Think about God - Marcus Tullius Cicero 2019-11-05
A vivid and accessible new translation of Cicero’s influential writings on
the Stoic idea of the divine Most ancient Romans were deeply religious
and their world was overflowing with gods—from Jupiter, Minerva, and
Mars to countless local divinities, household gods, and ancestral spirits.
One of the most influential Roman perspectives on religion came from a
nonreligious belief system that is finding new adherents even today:
Stoicism. How did the Stoics think about religion? In How to Think about
God, Philip Freeman presents vivid new translations of Cicero's On the
Nature of the Gods and The Dream of Scipio. In these brief works, Cicero
offers a Stoic view of belief, divinity, and human immortality, giving
eloquent expression to the religious ideas of one of the most popular
schools of Roman and Greek philosophy. On the Nature of the Gods and
The Dream of Scipio are Cicero's best-known and most important
writings on religion, and they have profoundly shaped Christian and nonChristian thought for more than two thousand years, influencing such
luminaries as Augustine, Thomas Aquinas, Dante, and Thomas Jefferson.
These works reveal many of the religious aspects of Stoicism, including
an understanding of the universe as a materialistic yet continuous and
living whole in which both the gods and a supreme God are essential
elements. Featuring an introduction, suggestions for further reading, and
the original Latin on facing pages, How to Think about God is a
compelling guide to the Stoic view of the divine.
Cicero's Political Personae - Joanna Kenty 2020-09-30
Cicero's speeches provide a fascinating window into the political battles
and crises of his time. In this book, Joanna Kenty examines Cicero's
persuasive strategies and the subtleties of his Latin prose, and shows
how he used eight political personae – the attacker, the grateful friend,
the martyr, the senator, the partisan ideologue, and others – to maximize
his political leverage in the latter half of his career. These personae were
what made his arguments convincing, and drew audiences into Cicero's
perspective. Non-specialist and expert readers alike will gain new insight
into Cicero's corpus and career as a whole, as well as a better
appreciation of the context, details, and nuances of individual passages.
Political Speeches - Cicero, 2009-01-29
Cicero (106-43 BC) was the greatest orator of the ancient world and a
leading politician of the closing era of the Roman republic. This book
presents nine speeches which reflect the development, variety, and
drama of his political career. These new translations achieve new
standards of accuracy.
Delphi Complete Works of Cicero (Illustrated) - Marcus Tullius
Cicero 2014-01-10
Cicero's Rome's greatest orator, Marcus Tullius Cicero was a renowned
philosopher and political theorist whose influence upon the history of
European literature has been immense. For the first time in digital
publishing history, readers can now enjoy Cicero’s complete works in
English and Latin on their eReaders, with beautiful illustrations,
informative introductions and the usual Delphi bonus material. (Version
1) * Beautifully illustrated with images relating to Cicero's life and works
* Features the complete works of Cicero, in both English translation and
the original Latin * Concise introductions to the orations, treatises and
other works * The complete speeches, with rare fragments, arranged in
precise chronological order * Includes many translations previously
appearing in Loeb Classical Library editions of Cicero’s works * Excellent
formatting of the texts * Easily locate the orations or treatises you want
to read with individual contents tables * Includes rare fragments of
Cicero's epic poem, first time in digital print * Many rare treatises
appearing here for the first time in digital print * Features four
biographies – immerse yourself in Cicero's ancient world! * Scholarly
ordering of texts into chronological order and literary genres Please visit
www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our range of exciting titles
cicero-selected-works
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CONTENTS: Orations PRO QUINCTIO PRO ROSCIO AMERINO PRO Q.
ROSCIO COMOEDO PRO TULLIO DIVINATIO IN CAECILIUM IN
VERREM PRO FONTEIO PRO CAECINA PRO LEGE MANILIA PRO
CLUENTIO IN TOGA CANDIDA PRO RABIRIO PERDUELLIONIS REO
PRO MURENA IN CATILINAM I-IV DE LEGE AGRARIA CONTRA
RULLUM PRO SULLA PRO ARCHIA POETA) PRO FLACCO POST
REDITUM IN SENATU POST REDITUM IN QUIRITES DE HARUSPICUM
RESPONSIS DE DOMO SUA PRO SESTIO PRO CAELIO PRO BALBO IN
VATINIUM TESTEM DE PROVINCIIS CONSULARIBUS IN PISONEM
PRO RABIRIO POSTUMO PRO PLANCIO PRO MILONE PRO REGE
DEIOTARO PRO MARCELLO PRO LIGARIO PHILIPPICAE FRAGMENTS
OF SPEECHES Rhetorical and Political Treatises DE INVENTIONE
(About the Composition of Arguments) DE ORATORE AD QUINTUM
FRATREM LIBRI TRES (On the Orator) DE PARTITIONIBUS ORATORIAE
(About the Subdivisions of Oratory) DE OPTIMO GENERE ORATORUM
(About the Best Kind of Orators) DE RE PUBLICA (On the Republic)
BRUTUS (Short History of Orators) ORATOR AD M. BRUTUM (About the
Orator) TOPICA (Topics of Argumentation) DE LEGIBUS (On the Laws)
Philosophical Treatises PARADOXA STOICORUM (Stoic Paradoxes)
ACADEMICA (The Academics) DE FINIBUS BONORUM ET MALORUM
(About the Ends of Goods and Evils) TUSCULANAE QUAESTIONES
(Tusculum Disputations) DE NATURA DEORUM (On the Nature of the
Gods) DE DIVINATIONE (On Divination) DE FATO (On Fate) CATO
MAIOR DE SENECTUTE (On Old Age) LAELIUS DE AMICITIA (On
Friendship) DE OFFICIIS (On Duties) Letters EPISTULAE AD ATTICUM
(Letters to Atticus) EPISTULAE AD QUINTUM FRATREM (Letters to his
brother Quintus) EPISTULAE AD BRUTUM (Letters to Brutus)
EPISTULAE AD FAMILIARES (Letters to his friends) Poetry DE
CONSULATU SUO (On Cicero’s Consulship) Spurious Works
RHETORICA AD HERENNIUM (To the Tribune Publius Sulpicius Rufus)
COMMENTARIOLUM PETITIONIS (Essay on Running for Consul) The
Latin Texts LIST OF LATIN TEXTS The Biographies CICERO by Plutarch
LIFE OF CICERO by Anthony Trollope CICERO by W. Lucas Collins
ROMAN LIFE IN THE DAYS OF CICERO by Alfred John Church Please
visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our range of exciting
titles
Select orations and letters of Cicero - Marcus Tullius Cicero 1902
The Cambridge Companion to Cicero's Philosophy - Jed W. Atkins
2021-12-16
Introduces Cicero's philosophy and demonstrates its relevance to many
fundamental epistemological, ethical, and political issues.
Ancient Classics for English Readers - William Lucas Collins 1883
Selected Works - Cicero 1974-04-25
Lawyer, philosopher, statesman and defender of Rome's Republic, Cicero
was a master of eloquence, and his pure literary and oratorical style and
strict sense of morality have been a powerful influence on European
literature and thought for over two thousand years in matters of politics,
philosophy, and faith. This selection demonstrates the diversity of his
writings, and includes letters to friends and statesmen on Roman life and
politics; the vitriolic Second Philippic Against Antony; and his two most
famous philosophical treatises, On Duties and On Old Age - a celebration
of his own declining years. Written at a time of brutal political and social
change, Cicero's lucid ethical writings formed the foundation of the
Western liberal tradition in political and moral thought that continues to
this day.
Selected Works (Cicero, Marcus Tullius) - Marcus Tullius Cicero
1960-09-30
Collecting the most incisive and influential writings of one of Rome's
finest orators, Cicero's Selected Works is translated with an introduction
by Michael Grant in Penguin Classics. Lawyer, philosopher, statesman
and defender of Rome's Republic, Cicero was a master of eloquence, and
his pure literary and oratorical style and strict sense of morality have
been a powerful influence on European literature and thought for over
two thousand years in matters of politics, philosophy, and faith. This
selection demonstrates the diversity of his writings, and includes letters
to friends and statesmen on Roman life and politics; the vitriolic Second
Philippic Against Antony; and his two most famous philosophical
treatises, On Duties and On Old Age - a celebration of his own declining
years. Written at a time of brutal political and social change, Cicero's
lucid ethical writings formed the foundation of the Western liberal
tradition in political and moral thought that continues to this day. For
more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of
classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700
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titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works
throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the
series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes
by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-todate translations by award-winning translators.
The Republic and The Laws - Cicero, 2008-08-14
Cicero's The Republic is an impassioned plea for responsible government
written just before the civil war that ended the Roman Republic in a
dialogue following Plato. This is the first complete English translation of
both works for over sixty years and features a lucid introduction, a table
of dates, notes on the Roman constitution, and an index of names.
Selected Letters - Marcus Tullius Cicero 1986
The greatest orator in Roman history, Marcus Tullius Cicero remained
one of the republic's chief supporters throughout his life, guided by
profound political beliefs that illuminated his correspondence with both
close friends and powerful aristocrats. A chronicle of a crumbling
civilization during the era when the republic disintegrated and was
replaced by despotism, his Letters portray a world dominated by
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characters who have since acquired almost mythic status - including
Pompey, Caesar, Brutus, Cassius, and Mark Antony. Whether describing
the vagaries of war, the collapse of Roman society, his beloved republic,
or his own personal domestic dramas, all compellingly reflect the
complex personality of an honourable and selfless man whose refusal to
compromise ultimately cost him his life.
Letters to His Friends - Marcus Tullius Cicero 1998
On the Good Life - Cicero 2005-06-30
For the great Roman orator and statesman Cicero, 'the good life' was at
once a life of contentment and one of moral virtue - and the two were
inescapably intertwined. This volume brings together a wide range of his
reflections upon the importance of moral integrity in the search for
happiness. In essays that are articulate, meditative and inspirational,
Cicero presents his views upon the significance of friendship and duty to
state and family, and outlines a clear system of practical ethics that is at
once simple and universal. These works offer a timeless reflection upon
the human condition, and a fascinating insight into the mind of one of the
greatest thinkers of Ancient Rome.
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